WashU 2016 graduates

CAREER OUTCOMES

70% of 2016 grads are entering the workforce*

INDUSTRIES

Healthcare Services
Academia / Higher Education
Technology
Marketing
Finance / Banking
Consulting
Nonprofit
Government
Primary and Secondary Education

EMPLOYERS

Booz Allen Hamilton
Capgemini
Epic
Capital One
Microsoft
Goldman Sachs
Google
Citi
Lionsgate
Boeing
IDEO
McKinsey & Company

SCHOOLS

Boston College
Carnegie Mellon University
Case Western Reserve University
Columbia University
Cornell University
Georgetown University
Harvard University
MIT
New York University
Northwestern University
Princeton University
Stanford University
UCLA
U. of California - San Francisco
University of Chicago
University of Michigan
University of Pennsylvania
University of Wisconsin
Vanderbilt University
Washington University in St. Louis
Yale University

Where did the class of 2016 end up?

922 students landed a full or part-time job

261 Graduate School
99 Medical School
76 Internship
53 Seeking Employment
43 Research
38 Seeking Further Education
29 Entrepreneur
21 Volunteer
19 Law School
17 Not Seeking Employment
6 Military
2 Study Abroad

*totals include 1% of students not seeking employment and 3% of students who did not respond. Industries, Employers, and Schools listed are representative; not a complete list.
CAREER ENGAGEMENT

14,133
advising
interactions took
place in 2015-16

3 Career Fairs
1,600 students
attending

4 SLAMS
500+ students
attending

244 Info
Sessions
with employers

7 Road Shows
tavel to cities to
meet employers

8 Meetups
with employers

4,657
unique students
were advised

442
organizations recruited on
campus

2,500+
unique employers
posted jobs in the Career
Center database

1,204
on-campus interviews
took place

DESTINATIONS

96% National
31% Central
19% Northeast
17% Great Lakes
13% West
10% Mid-Atlantic
5% South
5% Southwest

4% International
Argentina
Israel
Austria
Italy
Brazil
Japan
Cambodia
Korea
Canada
Morocco
Chile
Netherlands
China
Scotland
Costa Rica
Senegal
Denmark
Singapore
Finland
South Africa
France
Spain
Germany
Switzerland
Guatemala
Uganda
Hungary
United Kingdom
Ireland